
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agenda: Urban Planning Committee 
 
 
Date: Monday, 9 October 2006  
 
 
Time: 6.00pm 

 



 

 

 
Outline of Meeting Protocol & Procedure: 
 
  The Chairperson will call the Meeting to order and ask the Committee/Staff to present 

apologies or late correspondence. 
  The Chairperson will commence the Order of Business as shown in the Index to the Agenda. 
  At the beginning of each item the Chairperson will ask whether a member(s) of the public 

wish to address the Committee. 
  If person(s) wish to address the Committee, they are allowed four (4) minutes in which to do 

so.  Please direct comments to the issues at hand. 
  If there are persons representing both sides of a matter (eg applicant/objector), the person(s) 

against the recommendation speak first. 
  At the conclusion of the allotted four (4) minutes, the speaker resumes his/her seat and takes 

no further part in the debate unless specifically called to do so by the Chairperson. 
  If there is more than one (1) person wishing to address the Committee from the same side of 

the debate, the Chairperson will request that where possible a spokesperson be nominated to 
represent the parties. 

  The Chairperson has the discretion whether to continue to accept speakers from the floor. 
  After considering any submissions the Committee will debate the matter (if necessary), and 

arrive at a recommendation (R items which proceed to Full Council) or a resolution (D items 
for which the Committee has delegated authority). 

 
Delegated Authority (“D” Items): 
 
  To require such investigations, reports or actions as considered necessary in respect of matters 

contained with the Business Agendas (and as may be limited by specific Council resolutions). 
  Confirmation of Minutes of its Meeting. 
  Any other matter falling within the responsibility of the Urban Planning Committee and not 

restricted by the Local Government Act or required to be a Recommendation to Full Council 
as listed below: 

 
Recommendation only to the Full Council (“R” Items): 
 
  Such matters as are specified in Section 377 of the Local Government Act and within the 

ambit of the Committee considerations. 
  Broad strategic matters, such as:- 

- Town Planning Objectives; and 
- major  planning initiatives. 

  Matters not within the specified functions of the Committee. 
  Matters requiring supplementary votes to Budget. 
  Urban Design Plans and Guidelines. 
  Local Environment Plans. 
  Residential and Commercial Development Control Plans. 
  Rezoning applications. 
  Heritage Conservation Controls. 
  Traffic Management and Planning (Policy) and Approvals. 
  Commercial Centres Beautification Plans of Management. 
  Matters requiring the expenditure of moneys and in respect of which no Council vote has been 

made. 
  Matters reserved by individual Councillors, in accordance with any Council policy on 

"safeguards" and substantive changes. 
 
Committee Membership:    7 Councillors 
Quorum:  The quorum for a committee meeting is 4 

Councillors. 
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WOOLLAHRA MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
 

Notice of Meeting 
 
 
 
 5 October 2006  
 
 
To: The Mayor, Councillor Keri Huxley, ex-officio 
Councillors  Geoff Rundle (Chair) 

Isabelle Shapiro (Deputy Chair) 
John Comino 
Christopher Dawson 
Wilhelmina Gardner 
David Shoebridge 
John Walker 

 
 
 
 
Dear Councillors 
 
 

Urban Planning Committee Meeting – 9 October 2006  
 
 
In accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993, I request your 
attendance at a Meeting of the Council’s Urban Planning Committee to be held in the 
Committee Room, 536 New South Head Road, Double Bay, on Monday 9 October 
2006 at 6.00pm. 
 
 
 
 
Gary James 
General Manager 
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Meeting Agenda 
 
  
Item 

 
Subject 

 
Pages

 
1 
2 
3 

Leave of Absence and Apologies 
Late Correspondence 
Declarations of Interest 
 

 
 

Items to be Decided by this Committee using its Delegated Authority 
 
D1 Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 25 September 2006  1 

Items to be Submitted to the Council for Decision 
with Recommendations from this Committee 

 
R1 Review of Potential Heritage Items Watson Bay Heritage 

Conservation Area – 1080.G (WB) 
2 

R2 Paddington Five Ways – Streetscape Project – 191.Project 97 
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Item No: D1 Delegated to Committee 

Subject: Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 25 September 2006  

Author: Les Windle, Manager – Governance 
File No: See Council Minutes 
Reason for Report: The Minutes of the Meeting of Monday 25 September 2006 were 

previously circulated.  In accordance with the guidelines for Committees’ 
operations it is now necessary that those Minutes be formally taken as read 
and confirmed. 

 
Recommendation: 
 
That the Minutes of the Urban Planning Committee Meeting of 25 September 2006 be taken as read 
and confirmed. 
 
 
 
 
 
Les Windle 
Manager - Governance 
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Item No: R1 Recommendation to Council 

Subject: Review of Potential Heritage Items Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation 
Area 

Author: Jodi Ayre – Strategic Heritage Officer 
File No: 1080.G [WB]  
Reason for Report: To present to the Urban Planning Committee the consultant’s 

recommendations and owner’s submissions regarding the review of potential 
heritage items within the Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Area.   

 
Recommendation: 
 
A.  THAT a draft local environmental plan be prepared to amend Woollahra Local Environmental 

Plan 1995 in the following manner: 
 

(i) by including the following properties as heritage items in Schedule 3: 
Marine Parade Watsons Bay 8 Tea Gardens Kiosk and grounds  
Pacific Street  Watsons Bay 12 House and grounds 
Pacific Street Watsons Bay  14 House and grounds 
Robertson Place Watsons Bay  15  Single storey Victorian semi-detached cottage 
Robertson Place Watsons Bay  17 Single storey Victorian semi-detached cottage 
Salisbury Street Watsons Bay 8 House and grounds including palisade fence 
 

(i) by including the following properties as heritage items group in Schedule 3:  
 

Robertson Place Watsons Bay  15  Single storey Victorian semi-detached cottage 
and 
Robertson Place Watsons Bay 17 Single storey Victorian semi-detached cottage 

 
B.  That the following items continue to be recognised as contributory items as currently 

identified in the Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Area Development Control Plan 
Cliff Street Watsons Bay  18 Single storey Edwardian cottage 
Cliff Street Watsons Bay 30 Single storey 1920s weatherboard cottage 
Marine Parade Watsons Bay 10 Watsons Bay Hotel 
Victoria Street Watsons Bay 4 Single storey Edwardian weatherboard 

cottage 
 
C.  That Council notes the individual heritage sheets for those properties in Watsons Bay 

prepared by Noel Bell Ridley Smith + Partners Architects, and amended by Council’s 
Strategic Heritage Officers, and that they be considered in the assessment of development 
applications for those properties. 

 
D.  The Council notes the submissions from property owners included in the project and that 

further opportunity for submissions will be available during the public exhibition process.  
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E.  That the Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Area Development Control Plan be amended 
and exhibited to reflect the recommendation contained in Part A.  

 
F.   The an on-site inspection of 4 Victoria Street, Watsons Bay, be undertaken to determine the 
 degree of intact significant fabric, and to identify the impact of recent building works on the 
 cultural value of the property. Following the inspection, a further report be submitted to the 
 Urban Planning Committee, with a recommendation on whether the property should be listed 
 as a heritage item under Woollahra LEP 1995.   
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
This project involves the further review and investigation of potential heritage items identified as 
part of the planning process for the Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Area Development Control 
Plan (DCP). This report will present the heritage inventory sheets completed by appointed heritage 
consultants for potential heritage items within the Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Area (HCA).  
 
Prior to reporting to the Urban Planning Committee (UPC) with the recommendations from the 
heritage consultant, additional consultation has been undertaken with the owners of items included 
in this project. The issues raised by owners have been addressed in this report. The 
recommendations of this report have been informed by advice from the heritage consultant and any 
written submissions received from an owner, or their representative.  
 
2.0 Background to Watsons Bay Potential Heritage Items  
 
In 1996/7 Architectural Projects Pty Ltd, Warwick Mayne-Wilson, Megan Martin and Ian Kirk 
prepared a study of the Watsons Bay HCA titled “Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation Study” as 
part of the Council’s Watsons Bay Master Plan project.  A thematic history was prepared which 
identified three key historic themes specific to Watsons Bay: navigation, defence and tourism.  
Using the thematic history and extensive field survey work of the landscape and built form, the level 
of intactness of the area and its ability to contribute to an understanding of the key periods of 
development of Watsons Bay were determined.  The field survey work was presented as individual 
volumes of detailed landscape and streetscape character assessments.  Statements of significance for 
the conservation area generally and for the specific character areas were prepared in conjunction 
with conservation policies. 
 
In 2003 Godden Mackay Logan prepared a comprehensive development control plan with detailed 
precinct controls for the Watsons Bay HCA based on the 1997 study and additional field work.  
Schedules of existing heritage items and contributory built and landscape elements were prepared 
for each precinct and mapped.   The Watsons Bay DCP was approved by Council and came into 
effect for the existing Watsons Bay HCA on 15 October 2003.  Draft Woollahra LEP 1995 (Am 47) 
was prepared to extend the HCA to the south side of Salisbury Street and Old South Head Road. 
This was gazetted on 20 February 2004. On that date the DCP came into effect for the land relating 
to Woollahra LEP 1995 (Am 47).  
 
As part of the 1997 heritage study a building-by-building assessment was made of each street.  
Eighteen individual or groups of potential heritage items were nominated.  Council’s heritage officer 
then reviewed the potential heritage items, and eliminated some properties which were considered to 
have only contributory value to the heritage conservation area. 
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In December 2003 Noel Bell Ridley Smith + Partners, heritage consultants, were commissioned to 
undertake heritage assessments of ten contributory items which were nominated for further 
investigation. The items included in this project are:  
 
18 Cliff Street Watsons Bay 1919 virtually intact fibro beach house 
30 Cliff Street Watsons Bay 1920s intact weatherboard and fibro residence  

and garden 
8  Marine Parade Watsons Bay 1930s Tea Gardens kiosk, former change rooms to pool 
10 Marine Parade Watsons Bay 1936 Watsons Bay Hotel 
10-12 Pacific Street Watsons Bay 1895 two-storey house set back from street with 

extensive additions on the waterfront side 
14 Pacific Street Watsons Bay 1890s two-storey house set back from street. Christina 

Stead’s house from 1917 onwards known as 
‘Boongarre’. 

15&17  Robertson Place Watsons Bay Late 19th century semi-detached dwellings relatively 
intact 

8 Salisbury Street Watsons Bay Federation sandstone cottage, virtually intact 
presentation to the street 

4 Victoria Street Watsons Bay 1910 Edwardian weatherboard cottage apparently intact 
as viewed from street 

 
3.0 Consultant’s brief 
 
The project brief required Noel Bell Ridley Smith to address Council’s general objectives which 
were:     

(i) to recommend whether the potential heritage items should be listed in Woollahra LEP 
1995 as heritage items, and 

(ii) to provide sufficient information about the significance of those potential heritage items 
that are considered to be worthy of listing as items in Woollahra LEP 1995.  

 
The project was required to be completed in two stages. The first stage involved a review of the 
identified items: The review comprised:  

(i) a site inspection of the exterior of the property as a minimum with inspection times to be 
arranged by Council’s heritage officer in early February 2004; 

(ii) a description of the exterior of the building and its setting, including fencing, noting 
modifications to the external form and details;  

(iii) photographs taken with a digital camera from the street, in colour postcard size format 
clearly showing the form of the building setting and significant details; 

(iv) an assessment of the heritage significance using the heritage assessment criteria 
contained in the NSW Heritage Office publication titled ‘Assessing Heritage 
Significance, 9 July 2001’.  This is to include an assessment of the historical values, 
based on an investigation of the history of each property from material available at the 
Woollahra Local History Library and title searches where necessary; 

(v) recommendations on whether the potential heritage items should be listed as items in 
Woollahra LEP 1995. 
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The second stage involved the completion of heritage inventory sheets for each of the recommended 
potential items using the Woollahra 2004 heritage inventory form. The minimal completion 
requirements for each building recommended as a potential heritage item were: 

(i) short historical outline, establishing the date of construction, designer and early or 
significant owners; 

(ii) description of the exterior of the building and its setting, including fencing; 
(iii) modifications to the external form and details;  
(iv) an assessment of all heritage criteria contained in the NSW Heritage Office 

publication titled Assessing heritage significance, July 2001; 
(v) comparative assessment of the significance of the property;  
(vi) statement of significance; and 
(vii) short conservation policy. 

 
4.0 Owner consultation – stage one 
 
Owners of properties involved in the project were first notified by letter dated 19 January 2004, 
Annexure 1. This letter introduced the project and provided relevant background information. 
Council informed the owners of the engagement of heritage consultants to investigate the 
significance of the properties included in the project. That letter also informed owners that to 
undertake an assessment of their property some access may be required.  
 
The letter requested that owners contact Council’s heritage officer to arrange an inspection of the 
properties by the heritage consultants. Council’s heritage officer would be present at the site 
inspection, along with the consultant. Owners were also advised of Council’s availability to discuss 
the potential heritage listing during a site inspection.   
 
A follow up letter dated 6 February 2004 was sent to owners who had not contacted Council to 
discuss a possible site inspection.  
 
4.1 Property inspections 
 
A number of property owners contacted Council to allow a site inspection to be carried out by the 
consultant and accompanied by Council’s heritage officer. The degree of site inspection is outlined 
below: 
 
Site inspection – street, front and rear yards, and inspection of interiors with owner’s permission: 
 

  18 Cliff Street 
  8 Marine Parade (except kitchen and men’s changerooms) 
  14 Pacific Street 
  15 Robertson Place 
  17 Robertson Place 

 
For the following properties, site inspections from the street only were possible. This occurred 
because an owner declined to participate in the project, or did not respond to Council’s requests to 
allow an inspection.  
 

  30 Cliff Street 
  Watsons Bay Hotel 
  10 – 12 Pacific Street 
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  8 Salisbury Road 
  4 Victoria Street (It is noted that the  

 
5.0 Completion of inventory sheets and consultant’s recommendations 
 
The project brief required the NSW Heritage Office guidelines for Assessing heritage significance 
to be used when completing the heritage inventory sheets for each property.  
 
The guidelines recommend an eight-step process for investigating and assessing the heritage 
significance of places. This process is followed when a property is being investigated for local 
and/or State significance.  
 
The NSW heritage assessment criteria encompass the four values in the Australia ICOMOS Burra 
Charter, which are commonly accepted as generic values by Australian heritage agencies and 
professional consultants: historical, aesthetic, scientific and social significance.  
 
The values are expressed as criteria in a more detailed form than this to: 

   maintain consistency with the criteria of other Australian heritage agencies; 
   minimise ambiguity during the assessment process; and 
   avoid the legal misinterpretation of the completed assessments of listed items.1 

 
Further, the NSW Heritage Office guidelines clearly state that an item will be considered to be of 
State (or local) heritage significance if, in the opinion of the Heritage Council of NSW, it meets one 
or more of the … criteria.2 
 
The heritage inventory sheets have been completed for 10 properties in the suburb of Watsons Bay. 
These heritage inventory sheets are attached in Annexure 2. A summary of the assessment and 
recommendations carried out by Noel Bell Ridley Smith and Partners Architects is contained in 
Table 1. 

                                                 
1 Assessing Heritage Significance NSW Heritage Office, 2001, page 8. 
2 ibid., page 9. 
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Table 1 – Watsons Bay Potential Heritage Items – summary of inventory sheets prepared by Noel Bell Ridley Smith + Partners Architects 
 

Assessment of Heritage 
Criteria   Address Description Architect  Year 
A B C D E F G 

Consultant’s Recommendations 

18 Cliff Street 
Watsons Bay 

19th century single storey 
residence  

A. Dixon 
Charter 

1919 

M
od

er
at

e 

- - - - - G
oo

d 
re

pr
es

en
ta

tiv
e It is recommended that the building be 

retained as a contributory item to the 
Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation 
Area.  

30 Cliff Street, 
Watsons Bay 

Single storey timber 
cottage  

Unknown 1921 

M
od

er
at

e 

- - - - - G
oo

d 
re

pr
es

en
ta

tiv
e Listing as an individual item is not 

recommended. [This report recommends 
that the building be retained as a 
contributory item to the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area.] 

8 Marine Parade 
Watsons Bay 

Tea Gardens Kiosk, small 
single storey building 

John Herbert 
Hurst 

1925 – 28 

H
ig

h 

M
od

er
at

e 
- 

H
ig

h 

- -

R
ep

re
se

nt
at

iv
e It is recommended that the building and 

its grounds be listed as an individual 
heritage item in the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area. 

10 Marine Parade 
Watsons Bay 

Watsons Bay Hotel, two 
storey ‘U’ shaped 
building, designed in 
Inter-war Art Deco style 

Ernest. A. 
Scott, Green 
& Scott 

1935 – 7 

H
ig

h 

M
od

er
at

e 

- H
ig

h 

- -

R
ep

re
se

nt
at

iv
e 

It is recommended that the continuous 
use of the site as a public house 
providing accommodation dating from 
the 1850s through to today is recognised 
through its current listing as a 
contributing item in the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area.  

12 Pacific Street, 
Watsons Bay 

large two storey 
weatherboard house 

Unknown 1878 
H

ig
h 

M
od

er
at

e 
- - - - H

ig
h It is recommended the building and its 

grounds be listed as an individual 
heritage item within the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area. 
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Assessment of Heritage 
Criteria   Address Description Architect  Year 
A B C D E F G 

Consultant’s Recommendations 

 
14 Pacific Street, 
Watsons Bay 

 
Victorian weatherboard 
house with pitched 
corrugated iron roof.  

 
Unknown 

 
1879/80 

M
od

er
at

e 

H
ig

h 

- - - - H
ig

h It is recommended the building and its 
grounds be listed as an individual 
heritage item within the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area. 

15 & 17 Roberston 
Place, Watsons Bay 

Pair of late19th century 
Victorian semi-detached 
timber dwellings 

Unknown 1881 

H
ig

h 

- - - - - H
ig

h It is recommended the building and its 
grounds be listed as an individual 
heritage item within the Watsons Bay 
Heritage Conservation Area. 

8 Salisbury Street 
Watsons Bay 

Federation style single 
storey sandstone residence 

Unknown 1897 

H
ig

h - 
H

ig
h - 

M
od

er
at

e 
- 

G
oo

d 

It is recommended that the building, 
palisade fences and grounds be listed as 
an individual heritage item within the 
Watsons Bay Heritage Conservation 
Area. It is recommended that the 
building be listed as a contributory item. 
[This recommendation has been 
clarified by this report.] 

4 Victoria Street 
Watsons Bay 

Small Edwardian timber 
cottage  

Unknown 1913 

H
ig

h 

- - - - -

G
oo

d 

It is recommended the building and 
grounds be listed as an individual 
heritage item for its ability to 
demonstrate the scale, form and 
character of the area in an earlier time. It 
is recommended that the building be 
listed as a contributory item. [This 
recommendation has been clarified by 
this report].  
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7.0 Owner consultation – stage two 
 
In a previous report to the UPC on 13 December 2004, Council’s former Strategic Heritage Officer, 
Libby Maher, outlined the minimum steps for heritage listing.  
 

If a heritage nomination meets the NSW Heritage Office criteria for listing, a report is 
prepared for Council’s consideration. The report includes a heritage inventory sheet 
analysing the significance of the property. If the Council agrees with a recommendation to list 
the potential heritage item or area it may continue the process by resolving to prepare a draft 
LEP. The preparation of a draft LEP follows a statutory process set down in the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2000. The draft LEP will contain an amendment to Woollahra LEP 
1995 to include the property in the schedule of heritage items and on the heritage 
conservation map.  

 
Consistent with the process outlined above, the heritage consultants have completed heritage 
inventory sheets for the properties. The sheets provide an analysis of the significance of the 
properties involved.  
 
Prior to reporting to consultant’s recommendations to the UPC, a period of owner consultation was 
carried out which was an additional step to the process for listing. As part of the investigation of 
these places it is considered important that owners are consulted in this process to facilitate an 
increase in owner awareness of Council’s undertakings, and to encourage further detailed 
information regarding the history and development of a place. Such information may have an 
impact on the consideration of a place’s value and/or recommendation with regard to listing.   
 
On 3 February 2006 letters were sent to property owners informing them of the completion of the 
draft heritage inventory sheets for their property. The heritage inventory sheet for each property, 
along with a brochure which explained the process and implications of heritage listing were 
provided. Annexure 3 contains the heritage brochure which accompanied the heritage inventory 
sheets sent to property owners. The closing dates for submissions was 31 March 2006.  
 
The letter invited owners to review the heritage assessment, in particular the level of significance 
and the proposed recommendations for listing. The submission period of eight weeks ensured 
owners had adequate time to fully consider the inventory sheet. The letter also advised that 
Council’s Strategic Heritage Officer would be available to discuss any issues relating to this project.  
 
The brochure outlined how owners could make submissions in writing by letter, fax or email, and 
also contained Council’s policy on privacy notifications.  
 
7.1 Summary of submissions 
 
At the close of the submission period on 31 March 2006 a total of four written submissions had 
been received. Of the ten properties included in this project, enquiries/ and or submissions were 
made regarding five of the included properties.  
 
Telephone calls were received from property owners and/or their representatives involved in the 
project. Council’s response was consistent, in that all issues and concerns should be made in writing 
so that they may be presented to the UPC for their consideration. The following written submissions 
were received.  
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  Professor D. L. Trimm 
15 & 17 Robertson Place, Watsons Bay  

 
  Roger and Julie Bayliss 

4 Victoria Street, Watsons Bay  
 

  Panagiota Georganas  
18 Cliff Street, Watsons Bay  

 
  Rosemary Perry 

8 Salisbury Street, Watsons Bay  
 

The issues raised by owners in their submissions have been addressed, and are presented in a table 
in Annexure 4. The table provides an analysis of the issues raised by the owners in a submission, a 
response and subsequent recommendation.  
 
8.0 General issues raised by telephone enquiries and submissions 
 
8.1 Issues related to heritage listing 
 
In a previous report to the UPC on 13 December 2004, the positive and negative aspects of heritage 
listing were outlined by Council’s former Strategic Heritage Officer, Libby Maher. It is considered 
relevant to include Ms Maher’s analysis in this report as many of the telephone enquiries received 
from owners were directly related to these issues.  
 

5.0 What is the impact of heritage listing? 
 
5.1 Positive impacts on individual heritage items and properties within heritage 

conservation areas 
Heritage listing provides some certainty for owners, adjoining owners and prospective 
owners.  Council’s heritage provisions in the Woollahra LEP 1995 ensure that the heritage 
significance of a property is respected and conserved when an application is made for change 
to a heritage item or a property that is in the vicinity of a heritage item.  This is positive as it 
ensures an appropriate context for the heritage item.  This consideration is similar if the 
property is located within a heritage conservation area.  
 

5.1.1 PROTECTION OF AESTHETIC VALUES 

Most heritage item buildings in Woollahra have aesthetic values included in their reasons for 
listing.  Heritage listing will ensure that these aesthetic values are conserved.  The aesthetic 
value of a building often attracts prospective buyers to heritage properties.  It is common to 
see real estate marketing programs emphasising the aesthetic qualities of heritage items and 
heritage conservation areas.   
 
5.1.2 Positive impacts on property values 
There are some studies, such as the one carried out in the Ku-ring-gai area, which 
demonstrate that heritage listing may have a positive impact on the value of a property. 
[Refer to the bibliography of studies from the NSW Heritage Office in Annexure 5.]  A 
heritage conservation area is likely to consist of groups of properties with similar heritage 
values, which collectively contribute positively to an area and its quality as a place.  The 
conservation of those heritage values tends to have a positive impact on property values as 
evidenced in the Paddington HCA. 
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5.1.3 Heritage incentives 
Through the heritage incentive clauses in Woollahra LEP 1995, owners of heritage items can 
seek to change the land use of a property and gain concessions for gross floor area and car 
parking. These concessions are not available for non-heritage listed properties. 
 
5.1.4 Potential landtax and Council rate savings 
The owner of a heritage listed property can apply to the Valuer General for a ‘heritage 
restricted valuation’ that is based on the existing development on the land rather than a 
presumption of future development.  Listing provides potential savings through special 
heritage valuations for land tax and council rates. These measures aim to recognise the 
possible negative impact on land valuation that may occur through heritage listing. 
 
If a property is assessed as being of State significance and is listed on the State Heritage 
Register, owners may enter into heritage agreements with the Heritage Council of NSW, 
which can attract additional concessions and make a property eligible for consideration for 
funding. 

 
5.2 Negative impacts on individual heritage items and properties within heritage 

conservation areas 
The most commonly stated negative impacts of heritage listing assumed by property owners 
are: 
 
5.2.1 Buildings cannot be upgraded to suit 21st century needs  
Changes and additions to a building will be permitted provided those works do not detract 
from the heritage significance of the listed item.  The extent of new work that may be carried 
out will be guided by the degree of heritage significance for a building and its setting.   
 The upgrading of kitchen, bathroom and other utility areas is permitted.   
 Gutting a building by the removal of many of the internal walls and extensive changes 

to window and door openings will require a more sensitive design that allows the 
organisation of the rooms to be read and the original elevations of the building to be 
recognised.  

 Access for disabled people may be provided to properties, but sometimes a more 
sensitive and indirect approach may be required because of a detrimental impact on the 
building or its setting.  

 
5.2.2 Reduction in the value of the land 
It is not possible for Council, nor is it Council’s role to provide advice on land valuation or 
its potential redevelopment value.   

There are several studies which demonstrate that heritage listing may have a neutral or 
positive impact on the value of a property. [Refer to the bibliography of studies from the NSW 
Heritage Office in Annexure 5.]   

5.2.3 Increased costs for material repairs and maintenance 
Repairs and maintenance are needed for all properties, regardless of their heritage listing.  It 
is acceptable heritage practice to replace imperial sized materials constructed to older details 
with contemporary equivalents, with the possible exception of slate and shingle roofs and 
some special brick and stoneworks.  In these cases, a once in a lifetime replacement must be 
factored in as a special maintenance cost.  Otherwise there should not be any increased 
maintenance costs related to heritage listing of a property. 
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5.2.4 Increased insurance costs 
Insurance companies vary in their manner of providing conditions of cover.  Few companies 
apply a premiums for individual heritage listed propertied or properties listed within a 
heritage conservation area.  Full insurance cover should be available to all properties.  This 
is confirmed in a discussion by Michael Phillips of the Insurance Council of Australia 
provided advice at a Heritage Office seminar, which is included as Annexure 6. 
 
5.2.5 Increased costs through extra approval process and related professional fees to obtain 
approvals for alterations 
It is considered good practice to engage a qualified and experienced heritage practitioner 
when making changes to a heritage item.  Well-designed and constructed works provide 
positive contributions to a property and can increase its value.   

Subject to the nature of the work:  
 there may only be minor additional DA requirements, when compared with a non-

heritage application.  A statement of heritage impact would be required, but its content 
would be regulated by the scope of the work proposed. 

 heritage listed properties may require the services of an experienced heritage 
practitioner to guide a proposal towards a satisfactory approval.  The degree of cost is 
related to the experience of the practitioner and the nature of the work.  

An additional fee for a heritage-related DA occurs only in the case where referral of the 
application to the NSW Heritage Council is required.  This takes place for those heritage 
items listed on the State Heritage Register.  There are only 30 Woollahra properties on the 
State Heritage Register. 
 
5.2.6 Limited development potential if located in a heritage conservation area 
Changes and additions to a building within a heritage conservation area will be permitted 
provided that those works do not detract from the heritage significance of the area.  The 
extent of new work that may be carried out will be guided by the development control plan for 
an area.  HCA DCPs aim to ensure that any new development is appropriately scaled to fit 
into the historic context.  They typically restrict the height, bulk and setback of a building to 
that of adjoining properties. Carparking is usually only permitted towards the rear or side of 
the property, which may not be achievable.  
 
5.3 The impact of listing heritage items  
Heritage listing may be perceived as a constraint on the redevelopment potential of land. 
Heritage listing aims primarily to conserve a building and its setting but does not prohibit 
new development.  Although Council must consider demolition of an item, the applicant must 
demonstrate that the demolition would not have a negative affect on the heritage significance 
of the item and its setting, and the significance of the heritage item group, where the item 
forms part of a group.  

There is the potential to use the land in accordance with the [relevant zone applying to the 
land. A heritage listing does not reduce permissible uses].  Sensitively designed alterations 
and additions may be carried out with consent.  Conversion of a heritage building to multiple 
occupancy may be possible with consent.  This is demonstrated by the conservation works on 
Babworth House which included subdividing the house into apartments, whilst still 
maintaining the significance of the building as a whole and the significance of the main 
rooms in the house. 
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Adaptive reuse of an item is possible, as evidenced by the reuse of the church in Jersey Road 
as multiple housing.  Heritage incentive provisions relating to land use, gross floor space 
calculations and car parking provisions may apply to heritage items in these circumstances. 

 
As outlined above, listing as a heritage item ensures that future changes to a place are managed in 
light of the identified cultural significance of a place.  
 
8.2 Recommendations contained in heritage inventory sheets 
 
The second issue raised by telephone enquiries, and also in submissions received, relates to the 
recommendations contained within the heritage inventory sheets for individual items.  
 
The heritage inventory sheets which were sent to owners contained a section called 
Recommendations. That section contains a recommended action which advises Council with regard 
to the assessed significance of the place and whether that item should be included in Woollahra 
Local Environment Plan 1995 Schedule 3 Heritage Items. Listing on Woollahra LEP is a statutory 
process. Ms Maher’s report to the UPC on 14 December 2004 also outlined the responsibility of 
local governments regarding the management of heritage.  
 

2.0 Council’s legal requirement for heritage conservation management 
The legal requirements and processes for heritage conservation management are set out in 
the Local Government Act 1993 (LG Act) and the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act 1979 (EPA Act). 
 
2.1 Local Government Charter 
The LG Act provides the legal framework for effective and environmentally responsible 
management of the resources of the Woollahra area.  The LG Act comprises a set of 
principles to guide a council in the carrying out of its functions.  Section 8 sets out a council’s 
charter, which includes: 
 to properly manage, develop, protect, restore, enhance and conserve the environment of 

the area for which it is responsible, in a manner that is consistent with and promotes the 
principles of ecologically sustainable development 

 to have regard to the long term and cumulative effect of its decisions. 
 
2.2 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
The first objective of the EPA Act is: 

 to encourage the proper management, development and conservation of natural and 
artificial resources, including agricultural land, natural areas, forests, mineral, water, 
cities, towns and villages or the purpose of promoting the social and economic welfare of 
the community and a better environment. 

The EPA Act provides the legal foundation for the making of environmental planning 
instruments known as local environmental plans such as Woollahra Local Environmental 
Plan 1995 (Woollahra LEP 1995).  The Woollahra LEP 1995 includes the following aims: 
 to promote the management, development, conservation and economic use of property 

within the area of Woollahra, and 
 to conserve the environmental heritage of the area of Woollahra, and  
 to provide the framework for more detailed controls to be contained within development 

control plans. 
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Woollahra LEP 1995 contains six heritage conservation objectives, which include: 
 To identify heritage items and heritage conservation areas and to provide measures for 

their conservation, protection and enhancement. 

In addition to the recommendation regarding listing on the LEP, further recommendations and 
conservation policy were required by Council as part of the project brief. The purpose was to 
provide preliminary heritage advice to the Council, and the owner, on the issues of managing the 
place having regard to its assessed heritage significance.  

However, unlike the recommendation to list on the LEP, recommendations and conservation policy 
contained in the heritage inventory sheet are not enforceable through statutory legislation. For 
example, there is not statutory provision currently in placed for items of local significance whereby 
Council can enforce a minimum standard of maintenance and repairs.  
 
Currently Council has adopted DCPs which contain general controls for the private and public 
domain within HCAs. Within these HCAs, heritage is an important consideration of the DCP. 
However, the DCP also contains controls for matters such as streetscape, acoustic privacy, energy 
efficiency and security. When assessing a development application, while the impact on heritage 
significance is required to be considered, the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
also requires Council to take into consideration matters set out in section 79C. Such matters include 
environmental impacts on both the natural and built environments, and social and economic 
impacts on the locality.  
 
The recommendations and conservation policy have been included to provide an owner with 
preliminary conservation advice. If a proposed item is listed on Woollahra LEP 1995, the provisions 
of the LEP would enable Council to request a heritage impact statement or a conservation 
management plan to accompany a development application. 
 
Future conservation analysis for a place of identified cultural value should be developed following 
best practice heritage management. This would require an understanding of the place and 
appreciation of the significance of the item before considering changes to the use or fabric of the 
item.  The significance of the item should guide decisions about the maintenance of the item and 
future changes to the item.  Conservation policies should be developed to manage the significance.  
When change is considered, options should be explored to minimise any reduction of significance.  
 
Best practice heritage management makes decisions regarding appropriate future action for a place. 
Consideration of the significance of the place is outlined above. Other factors which impact upon 
the management of a place should also be considered when developing appropriate conservation 
policy. This would require the consideration of factors such as client or owner requirements, 
statutory controls, community needs and expectations and a consideration of the fabric.  
 
The best outcome for a place of cultural value, which is consistent with the Australia ICOMOS 
(International Council of Monuments and Sites) Burra Charter 1999 is one which marries the 
cultural significance of a place with the realities of achievable management outcomes.  
 
Additional text has been included with a number of heritage inventory sheets to address concerns 
raised by an owner regarding the recommendations contained in the heritage inventory sheets.  
 
8.3 Amendments to the heritage inventory sheets 
 
Amendments to a number of heritage inventory sheets have been undertaken following the first 
stage of owner consultation. In many instances, the amendments have only been of a minor nature. 
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Amendments to the heritage inventory sheets have been clearly indicated using track changes. A 
brief summary of the changes made is provided below.  
 

  The statements of significance for each property include the phrase “The site does not fulfil 
the criterion for any other values of cultural significance”. This has been removed from 
each of the statements as it is not considered necessary. As indicated by the Heritage Office 
a statement of significance should be succinct summary of the property’s heritage values. It 
is evident in the heritage inventory sheet, under the section ‘Assessment of Heritage 
Criteria’, which individual criterion the property satisfies.  

  Where a property is proposed to be retained as a contributory item, the recommendation has 
been rephrased to provide clarification.  

  Minor additional information has been included in the heritage inventory sheet for 18 Cliff 
Street.  

  The recommendation for two properties, 8 Salisbury Street and 4 Victoria Street, contained 
contradictory statements, recommending heritage listing, and the identification of the 
property as ‘contributory’. The recommendations have been clarified in each heritage 
inventory sheet. Annexure 4 deals with each property in detail.   

  Council’s consultant has not recommended 30 Cliff Street for listing on WLEP 1995 
Schedule 3. However, no recommendation has been provided regarding the property’s 
current status as a contributory item. It is proposed to retain the property as a contributory 
item as currently identified in the Watsons Bay HCA DCP. The property is considered to 
demonstrate historic and representative values which are important to the Watsons Bay 
HCA.  

  The property located at 12 Pacific Street is identified for historical, aesthetic and 
representative values, largely because of the architectural character of the large 
weatherboard residence and historical associations. Presently the heritage inventory sheet 
identifies the property as 10 – 12 Pacific Street, Watsons Bay. Development consent for the 
vacant land east of the building (known as 10 Pacific Street) was granted in 2005, and 
consists of the construction of a new dwelling house. Work has commenced. The heritage 
inventory sheet has been amended to contain reference to 12 Pacific Street, Watsons Bay 
only. 

 
9.0 Consideration of current position of Department of Planning  
 
The Department of Planning has implemented a number of changes recently as part of its planning 
reform package which will impact on the ability to proceed with an LEP amendment at this time. 
Those changes relate to the requirement of all local governments to prepare a comprehensive LEP 
in line with the LEP standard template.  
 
Council has received advice from the Department of Planning about a similar type of LEP 
amendment which proposed a heritage listed. From that advice it appears the Department is 
generally not accepting single LEP amendments to list items. However, it is possible the 
Department may favourably consider an LEP amendment that deals with a larger list of proposed 
items.  
 
In addition to the Watsons Bay Potential Heritage Items Project, there are two other heritage listing 
projects. The first deals with properties in the Woollahra (presented to the Urban Planning 
Committee on 25 September 2006) and the second involves contemporary items, being properties 
from the 1950s to the 1980s. A report on the contemporary heritage items project will be presented 
to the UPC shortly.  
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Based on the breadth of these heritage projects, we recommend that Council make a decision to 
prepare a draft LEP for the Watsons Bay HCA properties and consult with the Department about 
merging the proposed items into a single LEP.  
 
10.0 Conclusion 
 
The individual properties located in Watsons Bay HCA nominated in the recommendations in this 
report are culturally significant to the Municipality. It is considered that they merit statutory 
protection through listing in Woollahra Local Environmental Plan 1995.  
 
If the Council resolves to prepare a draft LEP the plan should be exhibited for six weeks. The 
minimum statutory period is 28 days. The longer period being suggested will provide for a 
reasonable time for property owners and other interested parties to make written submissions. 
Following the exhibition, consideration of all submissions will be carried out. A further presentation 
by owners and interested parties to the UPC may be made when a report on the submissions is 
considered.   
 
 
 
Jodi Ayre 
Strategic Heritage Officer 

Chris Bluett 
Manager – Strategic Planning 

 
ANNEXURES: 
 
Annexure 1  Council letters sent to property owners 
Annexure 2  Heritage Inventory Sheets with amendments (shown by track changes) 
Annexure 3  Heritage Brochure which accompanied heritage inventory sheets 
Annexure 4  Summary table of submissions received 
Annexure 5  Heritage Office Bibliography on the economic value of heritage 
Annexure 6  Insuring heritage-listed buildings, Heritage Office newsletter item, 2003 
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Item No: R2 Recommendation to Council 

Subject: Paddington Five Ways - Streetscape Project 

Author: Alan Opera - Manager Public Infrastructure 
File No: 191. Project 
Reason for Report: Approval of the streetscape design for the Paddington Five Ways.  

Report requested by Council following public exhibition. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
A. That Concept O for the Five Ways be approved in principle and referred to the Woollahra 

Traffic Committee for its concurrence. 
 
B. That the following amendments be included in the preparation of the final design for the Five 

Ways: 
 

i. Smooth treatment of pavement for cyclists through the thresholds. 
ii. Traffic calming strips on both sides of the thresholds. 
iii. Opening up of the raised area adjacent to the hotel to avoid any impression of a private 

domain for the hotel. 
 
C. That the following matters be considered in the preparation of the final design for the Five 

Ways: 
 

i. The location of proposed trees. 
ii. The necessity and location of alternative loading zones. 

 
D. That Council pursue the installation of a fourth pedestrian crossing on the western leg of 

Glenmore Road at a later date. 
 
E. That the proposal proceed to detailed design and tender. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Five Ways Streetscape Project has been the subject of consultation and review for over 
four years. At the Council meeting held on 28 August 2006, Council considered the latest 
proposal, known as Concept Plan O, and resolved: 
 

“That consideration of the matter be deferred to allow public exhibition of the 
proposed Concept Plan O to enable interested parties to view and comment on the 
proposed plan and a further report be submitted to the Committee on the outcome of 
the exhibition and addressing matters raised at the meeting including: 

 
a. A fourth pedestrian crossing 
b. Smooth treatment of pavement for cyclists through the thresholds 
c. Traffic calming strips on both sides of the thresholds 
d. Opening up the raised area adjacent to the hotel to avoid any impression of a 

private domain of the hotel.” 
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Concept O was placed on public exhibition on 6 September 2006 for a period of two weeks. 
This exhibition included a public display of the plans at the Council Chambers, two public 
advertisements and a notice in the Mayoral Column in the Wentworth Courier, posting on 
Council’s website and the distribution of window posters to shops within the Five Ways. 
Comments were invited from all interested parties and were received up to 4pm on 
Wednesday 20 September 2006. 
 
ISSUES 
 
A total of twelve (12) submissions were received in response to the public exhibition. Of these 
submissions, six (6) respondents supported the current proposal, five(5) respondents opposed the 
proposal, and one(1) respondent was uncommitted.  
 
The total number of responses received was low given the high interest which this project has 
previously generated. This is considered to indicate general agreement to the proposal by the local 
community.  This is further supported by the low number of submissions received opposing the 
proposal following the public exhibition process. 
 
The proposal was considered by the Paddington Traffic Working Party (PTWP) at its meeting held 
on 21 September 2006 at which time the Working Party considered the four matters which had been 
raised in Council’s resolution (see (a)-(d) above), and six additional matters which had been raised 
in the submissions received. These matters are summarised below: 
 

1. Introduction of a fourth pedestrian crossing. 
 The installation of a fourth pedestrian crossing across the eastern leg of Glenmore Road has 

been previously signalled as an important issue by Council, the Paddington Traffic Working 
Party and local residents, and has now been signalled by respondents to the public 
exhibition.  

 
 The current proposal does not provide a fourth pedestrian crossing as this traffic facility is 

not supported by the RTA and Sydney Buses on safety and operational grounds. As Council 
requires the concurrence of the RTA for the installation of pedestrian crossings, it is 
proposed that a stone sett threshold be installed on the eastern leg of the intersection as an 
interim measure, and that Council continue to pursue the matter of a fourth crossing at a 
later time. The proposal as detailed in Concept Plan O can proceed in the mean time without 
a fourth pedestrian crossing. 

 
2. Smooth treatment of pavement for cyclists through the thresholds. 

This safety feature is commendable and will be incorporated in the detailed design. 
 

3. Traffic calming strips on both sides of the thresholds. 
This safety feature is commendable and will be incorporated in the detailed design. 
 

4. Opening up the raised area adjacent to the hotel to avoid any impression of a private domain 
of the hotel. 
This will be considered during detailed design to ensure that the area in question remains 
clearly identified as a public area. In Concept O, this area is bounded by steps and graded 
pavements in order to provide flatter footpaths which may be used more easily and safely by 
the general public. The removal of these features may not therefore be possible.  
 
The Paddington Traffic Working Party agreed that the final design of the area in front of the 
hotel should not imply that this area is a private domain for the hotel. 
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It is pointed out that there is no proposal before Council to lease this area to the hotel. 
 

5. Widened Footpaths. 
Several respondents are opposed to widened footpaths as they are seen to support increased 
use of the public space by cafes, etc. for tables and chairs.  
 
Concept O aims to improve the longitudinal and transverse grades of the footpaths within 
the Five Ways to improve the amenity for all members of the public. Widening of the 
footpaths is primarily to improve the amenity of the shopping centre and not specifically to 
increase the licensed seating areas. 
 
The Paddington Traffic Working Party has recommended that the proposal for widened 
footpaths as detailed in Concept O be adopted. 

 
6. Shared Loading Zone. 

The proposed shared loading zone on the southern side of Glenmore Road west of Heeley 
Street has raised both objection and support from respondents.  
 
The aim of the shared zone is to provide a loading facility and a taxi pick-up and drop-off 
point within the difficult confines of the Five Ways. This facility will be enclosed by 
bollards to prevent vehicles from encroaching on the fulltime footpath and will permit 
pedestrian usage when the shared area is vacant. The proposal is considered to be sound and 
will improve loading facilities for businesses on the southern side of Glenmore Road.  
 

7. Alternative Loading Zones. 
Some respondents have requested that alternative loading zones be provided in the vicinity 
of the Five Ways. This is incorporated in Concept O where three alternative locations have 
been suggested. This matter will be further considered in the detailed design. 
 

8. Removal of Roundabout. 
Some respondents have objected to the reduction in size and character of the roundabout. 
Other respondents have objected to the retention of a roundabout and favour the previous 
Concept Plan M. In addition, BIKEast has advised that in keeping with Council’s 
Paddington DCP, the roundabout should be removed from the intersection. 
 
The current proposal (Concept O) was developed in response to a significant and adverse 
public response to the removal of the roundabout (i.e. as shown in Concept M). In 
considering the large number of stated problems relating to the removal of the roundabout, 
Council developed the current proposal which provides a compromise solution. Whilst the 
optimum solution on pedestrian amenity is Concept M, the current proposal provides both 
safety and amenity for pedestrians whilst retaining access for local motorists. 
 
One respondent requested that the current roundabout be retained in size and that footpaths 
be widened. This is totally impractical as the widening of footpaths without reducing the 
size of the roundabout will not permit bus or heavy vehicles to traverse the intersection. 
 

9. Trees & Landscaping. 
Numerous comments were received in relation to the position/planting of trees and 
landscaping. It is proposed that these comments be considered in the detailed design. 
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10. Cost. 
Several respondents, as well as persons who previously addressed the public meetings, 
opposed the expenditure of a large sum on the Five Ways. This matter has already been 
addressed by Council in the adoption of the 2006/2007 budget. 

 
SUMMARY 
 
Concept O enables the majority of exiting traffic manoeuvres and pedestrian desire paths to be 
improved and maintained while enhancing the streetscape by the construction of wider and flatter 
footpaths.  
 
Concept O is shown in the annexures (Larger scale plans will be available at the meeting). The 
proposal has been developed as a concept and therefore still requires detailed investigation and 
design prior to the tendering of this project. The concept proposal should now progress to detailed 
design stage at which time all of the matters raised by Council and in the submissions received in 
response to the public exhibition (as detailed in items 1-10 above) will be evaluated. 
 
Overall, Concept O is seen as a reasonable compromise proposal and it is recommended that this 
concept now be adopted by Council. It is further recommended that Concept O be submitted to the 
Traffic Committee for its concurrence, and subsequently that this proposal be taken to detailed 
design stage with the view to calling tenders. 
 

                             
Alan Opera 
Manager, Public Infrastructure 

Greg Stewart 
Acting Director Technical Services 

ANNEXURES: 
1. Concept O  - Plan  
2. Concept O  - Plan (Large Scale)  
3. Concept O - Artist’s impression 
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